As a seasoned TV and event host,
Miriam’s approach to life, her dynamic
stage presence and professional
speaking talents take her far beyond
traditional event moderation and
presentation.
As one of ﬁve ﬁnalists on ‘The
Apprentice,’ she infected many people
with her personal desire to help them
be better than they thought they
could ever be. Miriam’s charm and
power of inﬂuence lie in identifying
and nurturing the potential people
have yet to discover and working with
them to making it a reality. She makes

this possible both with individual
leaders, as well as with entire event
audiences, captivating and inspiring
them to engage. Her experience and
techniques on eﬀective communication
are exceeding the expectations of some
of the largest and most innovative
companies in the world. The true value
of having Miriam as your speaker at a
conference is her authenticity when she
connects with audiences, warmly
persuading them go out and start
applying her insights and methods.
Her star-studded performances include
hosting a live-fundraising charity awards

show
for
Global Angels,
a
business
showcase
for
the
Birmingham Chamber of Commerce,
and the annual conference for the
Builders Merchants Federation.
Equally complementing her event
moderator and keynote speaker skills,
Miriam leads full-day Masterclasses
and executive coaching sessions that
are enabling business leaders,
aspiring
speakers
and
global
organisations to ﬁnd their voice, hone
their message, and deliver their
stories with gravitas and credibility.

5 THINGS YOU MIGHT NOT
KNOW ABOUT MIRIAM STALEY
1. A mother of two delicious children, she
divides her time as a business leader,
communications trainer and event Master
of Ceremonies across Europe and the US;
2. Was a top ﬁve ﬁnalist on the UK‘s ‘The Apprentice’
with billionaire business-magnate Lord Alan Sugar;
3. Miriam managed partner sponsorships for Lloyds TSB during
the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games;
4. She has a BA in French and Spanish, having lived in many countries
including the French West Indies, France and Spain;
5. As a motivational speaker, her focus is on the topics of: the power of
perception, maximising potential, the pursuit of excellent
communication...to name a few.

“

What can I say? Miriam was the star of the
show yesterday! She really was the perfect
host for our conference!

Miriam's real talent is in working with any
presenter no matter how nervous they may be,
and she wins everybody over with her patience,
insight & positive approach.

”

